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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

apple 0892 ## babah {baw-baw'}; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to hollow out; 
something hollowed (as a gate), i.e. pupil of the eye: -- {apple} [of the eye]. 

back 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- {back}, body, boss,
eminent (higher) place, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

body 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, {body}, boss,
eminent (higher) place, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

boss 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, body, {boss},
eminent (higher) place, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

dle 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- {dle}, [-led]), hollow, middle, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. 

eminent 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded 
[compare 1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, 
body, boss, {eminent} (higher) place, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

eye 0892 ## babah {baw-baw'}; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to hollow out; 
something hollowed (as a gate), i.e. pupil of the eye: -- apple [of the {eye}]. 

eye]brows 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded 
[compare 1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, 
body, boss, eminent (higher) place, [{eye]brows}, nave, ring. 

gallery 7298 ## rahat {rah'-hat}; from an unused root apparently meaning to hollow out; a channel or 
watering-box; by resemblance a ringlet of hair (as forming parallel lines): -- {gallery}, gutter, trough. 

gutter 7298 ## rahat {rah'-hat}; from an unused root apparently meaning to hollow out; a channel or 
watering-box; by resemblance a ringlet of hair (as forming parallel lines): -- gallery, {gutter}, trough. 

hand 8168 ## sho`al {sho'-al}; from an unused root meaning to hollow out; the palm; by extension, a 
handful: -- handful, hollow of the {hand}. 

handful 8168 ## sho`al {sho'-al}; from an unused root meaning to hollow out; the palm; by extension, a 
handful: -- {handful}, hollow of the hand. 

higher 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, body, boss, 
eminent ({higher}) place, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

hollow 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), {hollow}, middle, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. 



hollow 4388 ## maktesh {mak-taysh'}; from 3806; a mortar; by analogy, a socket (of a tooth): -- {hollow} 
place, mortar. 

hollow 5014 ## nabab {naw-bab'}; a primitive root; to pierce; to be hollow, or (figuratively) foolish: -- 
{hollow}, vain. 

hollow 8168 ## sho`al {sho'-al}; from an unused root meaning to hollow out; the palm; by extension, a 
handful: -- handful, {hollow} of the hand. 

hollow 8258 ## sh@qa`ruwrah {shek-ah-roo-raw'}; from 8257; a depression: -- {hollow} strake. 

log 3849 ## log {lohg}; from an unused root apparently meaning to deepen or hollow [like 3537]; a log or 
measure for liquids: -- {log} [of oil]. 

middle 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, {middle}, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. 

nave 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, body, boss, 
eminent (higher) place, [eye]brows, {nave}, ring. 

of 0892 ## babah {baw-baw'}; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to hollow out; 
something hollowed (as a gate), i.e. pupil of the eye: -- apple [{of} the eye]. 

of 3849 ## log {lohg}; from an unused root apparently meaning to deepen or hollow [like 3537]; a log or 
measure for liquids: -- log [{of} oil]. 

of 8168 ## sho`al {sho'-al}; from an unused root meaning to hollow out; the palm; by extension, a handful: -
- handful, hollow {of} the hand. 

oil 3849 ## log {lohg}; from an unused root apparently meaning to deepen or hollow [like 3537]; a log or 
measure for liquids: -- log [of {oil}]. 

palm 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, middle, {palm}, paw, power, sole, spoon. 

paw 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, middle, palm, {paw}, power, sole, spoon. 

place 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, body, boss, 
eminent (higher) {place}, [eye]brows, nave, ring. 

power 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, middle, palm, paw, {power}, sole, spoon. 

ring 1354 ## gab {gab}; from an unused root meaning to hollow or curve; the back (as rounded [compare 
1460 and 1479]; by analogy, the top or rim, a boss, a vault, arch of eye, bulwarks, etc.: -- back, body, boss, 
eminent (higher) place, [eye]brows, nave, {ring}. 

rock 3710 ## keph {kafe}; from 3721; a hollow rock: -- {rock}. rock 4581 ## ma`owz {maw-oze'} (also 



ma`uwz {maw-ooz'}); or ma`oz {maw-oze'} (also ma`uz {maw-ooz'}; from 5810; a fortified place; 
figuratively, a defence: -- force, fort(-ress), {rock}, strength(-en), (X most) strong (hold). 

sole 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, middle, palm, paw, power, {sole}, spoon. 

spoon 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and 
even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm-tree); figuratively, power: -- 
branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), hollow, middle, palm, paw, power, sole, {spoon}. 

strake 8258 ## sh@qa`ruwrah {shek-ah-roo-raw'}; from 8257; a depression: -- hollow {strake}. 

the 0892 ## babah {baw-baw'}; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to hollow out; 
something hollowed (as a gate), i.e. pupil of the eye: -- apple [of {the} eye]. 

the 8168 ## sho`al {sho'-al}; from an unused root meaning to hollow out; the palm; by extension, a handful: 
-- handful, hollow of {the} hand. 

trough 7298 ## rahat {rah'-hat}; from an unused root apparently meaning to hollow out; a channel or 
watering-box; by resemblance a ringlet of hair (as forming parallel lines): -- gallery, gutter, {trough}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

hollow 00101 ## 'aggan {ag-gawn'} ; probably from 05059 ; a bowl (as pounded out {hollow}) : -- basin , cup
, goblet . 

hollow 00178 ## 'owb {obe} ; from the same as 00001 (apparently through the idea of prattling a father's 
name) ; properly , a mumble , i . e . a water skin (from its {hollow} sound) ; hence a necromancer 
(ventriloquist , as from a jar) : -- bottle , familiar spirit . 

hollow 00892 ## babah {baw-baw'} ; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to {hollow} out ; 
something hollowed (as a gate) , i . e . pupil of the eye : -- apple [of the eye ] . 

hollow 00950 ## buwqah {boo-kaw'} ; feminine passive participle of an unused root (meaning to be 
{hollow}) ; emptiness (as adjective) : -- empty . 

hollow 00990 ## beten {beh'- ten} ; from an unused root probably meaning to be {hollow} ; the belly , 
especially the womb ; also the bosom or body of anything : -- belly , body , + as they be born , + within , 
womb . 

hollow 01354 ## gab {gab} ; from an unused root meaning to {hollow} or curve ; the back (as rounded 
[compare 01460 and 01479 ] ; by analogy , the top or rim , a boss , a vault , arch of eye , bulwarks , etc . : -- 
back , body , boss , eminent (higher) place , [eye ] brows , nave , ring . 

hollow 01479 ## guwph {goof} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {hollow} or arch , i . e . (figuratively) close ; 
to shut : -- shut . 

hollow 02754 ## chariyt {khaw-reet'} ; or charit {khaw-reet'} ; from the same as 02747 ; properly , cut out 
(or {hollow}) , i . e . (by implication) a pocket : -- bag , crisping pin . 

hollow 03709 ## kaph {kaf} ; from 03721 ; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal , of the sole ,
and even of the bowl of a dish or sling , the handle of a bolt , the leaves of a palm-tree) ; figuratively , power
: -- branch , + foot , hand ([-ful ] ,-- dle , [-led ]) , {hollow} , middle , palm , paw , power , sole , spoon . 

hollow 03709 ## kaph {kaf} ; from 03721 ; the {hollow} hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal , of the 
sole , and even of the bowl of a dish or sling , the handle of a bolt , the leaves of a palm-tree) ; figuratively , 
power : -- branch , + foot , hand ([-ful ] ,-- dle , [-led ]) , hollow , middle , palm , paw , power , sole , spoon . 

hollow 03710 ## keph {kafe} ; from 03721 ; a {hollow} rock : -- rock . 

hollow 03849 ## log {lohg} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to deepen or {hollow} [like 03537 ] ; a
log or measure for liquids : -- log [of oil ] . 

hollow 04388 ## maktesh {mak-taysh'} ; from 03806 ; a mortar ; by analogy , a socket (of a tooth) : -- 
{hollow} place , mortar . 



hollow 04934 ## mish` owl {mish-ole'} ; from the same as 08168 ; a {hollow} , i . e . a narrow passage : -- 
path . 

hollow 04958 ## masreth {mas-rayth'} ; apparently from an unused root meaning to perforate , i . e . 
{hollow} out ; a pan : -- pan . 

hollow 05014 ## nabab {naw-bab'} ; a primitive root ; to pierce ; to be hollow , or (figuratively) foolish : -- 
{hollow} , vain . 

hollow 05014 ## nabab {naw-bab'} ; a primitive root ; to pierce ; to be {hollow} , or (figuratively) foolish : --
hollow , vain . 

hollow 06794 ## tsinnuwr {tsin-noor'} ; from an unused root perhaps meaning to be {hollow} ; a culvert : -- 
gutter , water-spout . 

hollow 06894 ## qab {kab} ; from 06895 ; a {hollow} , i . e . vessel used as a (dry) measure : -- cab . 

hollow 07086 ## q@` arah {keh-aw-raw'} ; probably from 07167 ; a bowl (as cut out {hollow}) : -- charger , 
dish . 

hollow 07298 ## rahat {rah'- hat} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to {hollow} out ; a channel or 
watering-box ; by resemblance a ringlet of hair (as forming parallel lines) : -- gallery , gutter , trough . 

hollow 08168 ## sho` al {sho'- al} ; from an unused root meaning to hollow out ; the palm ; by extension , a 
handful : -- handful , {hollow} of the hand . 

hollow 08168 ## sho` al {sho'- al} ; from an unused root meaning to {hollow} out ; the palm ; by extension , 
a handful : -- handful , hollow of the hand . 

hollow 08258 ## sh@qa` ruwrah {shek-ah-roo-raw'} ; from 08257 ; a depression : -- {hollow} strake . 

hollow 08473 ## tachara'{takh-ar-aw'} ; from 02734 in the original sense of 02352 or 02353 ; a linen corslet 
(as white or {hollow}) : -- habergeon . 

hollow 2836 - koilia {koy-lee'-ah}; from koilos ( " {hollow} " ); a cavity, i.e. (especially) the abdomen; by 
implication, the matrix; figuratively, the heart: -- belly, womb. 

hollow 2950 - kumbalon {koom'-bal-on}; from a derivative of the base of 2949; a " cymbal " (as {hollow}): -
- cymbal. 

hollow 4137 - pleroo {play-ro'-o}; from 4134; to make replete, i.e. (literally) to cram (a net), level up (a 
{hollow}), or (figuratively) to furnish (or imbue, diffuse, influence), satisfy, execute (an office), finish (a 
period or task), verify (or coincide with a prediction), etc.: -- accomplish, X after, (be) complete, end, expire,
fill (up), fulfil, (be, make) full (come), fully preach, perfect, supply. 

hollowed 00892 ## babah {baw-baw'} ; feminine active participle of an unused root meaning to hollow out ; 
something {hollowed} (as a gate) , i . e . pupil of the eye : -- apple [of the eye ] . 

hollowing 5475 - chalkos {khal-kos'}; perhaps from 5465 through the idea of {hollowing} out as a vessel 
(this metal being chiefly used for that purpose); copper (the substance, or some implement or coin made of 
it): -- brass, money. 

hollowness 01032 ## Beyth Chowrown {bayth kho-rone'} ; from 01004 and 02356 ; house of {hollowness} ; 
Beth-Choron , the name of two adjoining places in Palestine : -- Beth-horon . 



hollowness 5495 - cheir {khire}; perhaps from the base of 5494 in the sense of its congener the base of 5490 
(through the idea of {hollowness} for grasping); the hand (literally or figuratively [power]; especially [by 
Hebraism] a means or instrument): -- hand. 

hollows 00993 ## Btoniym {bet-o-neem'} ; probably plural from 00992 ; {hollows} : Betonim , a place in 
Palestine : -- Betonim . 

hollows 03680 ## kacah {kaw-saw'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to plump , i . e . fill up {hollows} ; by 
implication , to cover (for clothing or secrecy) : -- clad self , close , clothe , conceal , cover (self) , (flee to) 
hide , overwhelm . Compare 03780 . 
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hollow 3709 -- kaph -- branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), {hollow},middle, palm, paw, power, sole, 
spoon.

hollow 4388 -- maktesh -- {hollow} place, mortar.

hollow 5014 -- nabab -- {hollow}, vain.

hollow 8168 -- sho\al -- handful, {hollow} of the hand.

hollow 8258 -- sh@qa\ruwrah -- {hollow} strake.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- hollow , 3709 , 4388 , 5014 , 8168 , 8258 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

Hollow Exo_27_08 # Hollow with boards shalt thou make it: as it was showed thee in the mount, so shall 
they make [it].

hollow Exo_38_07 # And he put the staves into the rings on the sides of the altar, to bear it withal; he made 
the altar hollow with boards.

hollow Gen_32_25 # And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh;
and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him.

hollow Gen_32_25 # And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh;
and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him.

hollow Gen_32_32 # Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon 
the hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that 
shrank.

hollow Gen_32_32 # Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon 
the hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that 
shrank.

hollow Isa_40_12 # Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven with 
the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and 
the hills in a balance?

hollow Jer_52_21 # And [concerning] the pillars, the height of one pillar [was] eighteen cubits; and a fillet 
of twelve cubits did compass it; and the thickness thereof [was] four fingers: [it was] hollow.

hollow Jud_15_19 # But God clave an hollow place that [was] in the jaw, and there came water thereout; 
and when he had drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name thereof 
Enhakkore, which [is] in Lehi unto this day.

hollow Lev_14_37 # And he shall look on the plague, and, behold, [if] the plague [be] in the walls of the 
house with hollow streaks, greenish or reddish, which in sight [are] lower than the wall;



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

hollow of his Gen_32_25 # And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his 
thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him.

hollow of his Isa_40_12 # Who hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand, and meted out heaven 
with the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, 
and the hills in a balance?

hollow of Jacob's Gen_32_25 # And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow 
of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him.

hollow of Jacob's Gen_32_32 # Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which 
[is] upon the hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew 
that shrank.

hollow of the Gen_32_32 # Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] 
upon the hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that
shrank.

hollow place that Jud_15_19 # But God clave an hollow place that [was] in the jaw, and there came water 
thereout; and when he had drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name 
thereof Enhakkore, which [is] in Lehi unto this day.

hollow streaks greenish Lev_14_37 # And he shall look on the plague, and, behold, [if] the plague [be] in the
walls of the house with hollow streaks, greenish or reddish, which in sight [are] lower than the wall;

Hollow with boards Exo_27_08 # Hollow with boards shalt thou make it: as it was showed thee in the 
mount, so shall they make [it].

hollow with boards Exo_38_07 # And he put the staves into the rings on the sides of the altar, to bear it 
withal; he made the altar hollow with boards.

hollow Jer_52_21 # And [concerning] the pillars, the height of one pillar [was] eighteen cubits; and a fillet 
of twelve cubits did compass it; and the thickness thereof [was] four fingers: [it was] hollow.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

hollow with boards shalt thou make it Exo_27_08 



hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he 
touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the {hollow} <03709 
+kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> 
with him . hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not 
against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the 
hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he 
wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el 
> eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 
+>aher > [ is ] upon the hollow <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day 
<03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s
<03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . hollow GEN 
032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the 
sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the {hollow} <03709
+kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > 
he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the 
sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . Hollow EXO 027 008 {Hollow} <05014 +nabab > with 
boards <03871 +luwach > shalt thou make <06213 + it : as it was shewed <07200 +ra>ah > thee in the mount 
<02022 +har > , so <03651 +ken > shall they make <06213 + [ it ] . hollow EXO 038 007 And he put <00935 
+bow> > the staves <00905 +bad > into the rings <02885 +tabba on <05921 + the sides <06763 +tsela< > of the 
altar <04196 +mizbeach > , to bear <05375 +nasa> > it withal ; he made <06213 + the altar {hollow} <05014 
+nabab > with boards <03871 +luwach > . hollow LEV 014 037 And he shall look <07200 +ra>ah > on the 
plague <05061 +nega< > , and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , [ if ] the plague <05061 +nega< > [ be ] in the walls 
<07023 +qiyr > of the house <01004 +bayith > with {hollow} <08258 +sh@qa strakes <08258 +sh@qa , greenish
<03422 +y@raqraq > or <00176 +>ow > reddish <00125 +>adamdam > , which in sight <04758 +mar>eh > [ are 
] lower <08217 +shaphal > than <04480 +min > the wall <07023 +qiyr > ; 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

hollow ^ Jer_52_21 / hollow /^ 

hollow ^ Isa_40_12 / hollow /^of his hand, and meted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust
of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance? 

hollow ^ Gen_32_25 / hollow /^of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled 
with him. 

hollow ^ Gen_32_32 / hollow /^of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank. 

hollow ^ Gen_32_25 / hollow /^of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. 

hollow ^ Gen_32_32 / hollow /^of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in
the sinew that shrank. 

hollow ^ Jud_15_19 / hollow /^place that [was] in the jaw, and there came water thereout; and when he had
drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name thereof Enhakkore, which [is] in
Lehi unto this day. 

hollow ^ Lev_14_37 / hollow /^streaks, greenish or reddish, which in sight [are] lower than the wall; 

Hollow ^ Exo_27_08 / Hollow /^with boards shalt thou make it: as it was showed thee in the mount, so shall
they make [it]. 

hollow ^ Exo_38_07 / hollow /^with boards. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

Hollow Exo_27_08 {Hollow} with boards shalt thou make it: as it was showed thee in the mount, so shall 
they make [it]. 

hollow 1Sa_40_12 Who hath measured the waters in the {hollow} of his hand, and meted out heaven with 
the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and 
the hills in a balance? 

hollow Exo_38_07 And he put the staves into the rings on the sides of the altar, to bear it withal; he made 
the altar {hollow} with boards. 

hollow Gen_32_32 Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the 
hollow of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the {hollow} of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that 
shrank. 

hollow Gen_32_32 Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the 
{hollow} of the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that 
shrank. 

hollow Gen_32_25 And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the {hollow} of his thigh;
and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. 

hollow Gen_32_25 And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh; 
and the {hollow} of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. 

hollow Jer_52_21 And [concerning] the pillars, the height of one pillar [was] eighteen cubits; and a fillet of 
twelve cubits did compass it; and the thickness thereof [was] four fingers: [it was] {hollow}. 

hollow Jud_15_19 But God clave an {hollow} place that [was] in the jaw, and there came water thereout; 
and when he had drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name thereof 
Enhakkore, which [is] in Lehi unto this day. 

hollow Lev_14_37 And he shall look on the plague, and, behold, [if] the plague [be] in the walls of the house 
with {hollow} streaks, greenish or reddish, which in sight [are] lower than the wall; 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Language Tranliteration of original language words
Hollow Exo_27_08 {Hollow} (05014 +nabab ) with boards (03871 +luwach ) shalt thou make (06213 +(asah 
) it:as it was shewed (07200 +ra)ah ) thee in the mount (02022 +har ) , so (03651 +ken ) shall they make 
(06213 +(asah ) [ it ] . 

hollow Exo_38_07 And he put (00935 +bow) ) the staves (00905 +bad ) into the rings (02885 +tabba(ath ) on
(05921 +(al ) the sides (06763 +tsela( ) of the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) , to bear (05375 +nasa) ) it withal ; he 
made (06213 +(asah ) the altar {hollow} (05014 +nabab ) with boards (03871 +luwach ) . 

hollow Gen_32_25 And when he saw (07200 +ra)ah ) that he prevailed (03201 +yakol ) not against him , he 
touched (05060 +naga( ) the hollow (03709 +kaph ) of his thigh (03409 +yarek ) ; and the {hollow} (03709 
+kaph ) of Jacob s (03290 +Ya(aqob ) thigh (03409 +yarek ) was out of joint (03363 +yaqa( ) , as he wrestled 
(79) with him . 

hollow Gen_32_25 And when he saw (07200 +ra)ah ) that he prevailed (03201 +yakol ) not against him , he 
touched (05060 +naga( ) the {hollow} (03709 +kaph ) of his thigh (03409 +yarek ) ; and the hollow (03709 
+kaph ) of Jacob s (03290 +Ya(aqob ) thigh (03409 +yarek ) was out of joint (03363 +yaqa( ) , as he wrestled 
(79) with him . 

hollow Gen_32_32 Therefore the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) eat (00398 +)akal ) not [
of ] the sinew (01517 +giyd ) which shrank (05384 +nasheh ) , which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] upon the hollow 
(03709 +kaph ) of the thigh (03409 +yarek ) , unto this (02088 +zeh ) day (03117 +yowm ):because (03588 
+kiy ) he touched (05060 +naga( ) the {hollow} (03709 +kaph ) of Jacob s (03290 +Ya(aqob ) thigh (03409 
+yarek ) in the sinew (01517 +giyd ) that shrank (05384 +nasheh ) . 

hollow Gen_32_32 Therefore the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) eat (00398 +)akal ) not [
of ] the sinew (01517 +giyd ) which shrank (05384 +nasheh ) , which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] upon the {hollow} 
(03709 +kaph ) of the thigh (03409 +yarek ) , unto this (02088 +zeh ) day (03117 +yowm ):because (03588 
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+kiy ) he touched (05060 +naga( ) the hollow (03709 +kaph ) of Jacob s (03290 +Ya(aqob ) thigh (03409 
+yarek ) in the sinew (01517 +giyd ) that shrank (05384 +nasheh ) . 

hollow Isa_40_12 . Who (04310 +miy ) hath measured (04058 +madad ) the waters (04325 +mayim ) inthe 
{hollow} (08168 +sho(al ) of his hand , and meted (08505 +takan ) out heaven (08064 +shamayim ) with the 
span (02239 +zereth ) , and comprehended (03557 +kuwl ) the dust (06083 +(aphar ) of the earth (00776 
+)erets ) in a measure (07991 +shaliysh ) , and weighed (08254 +shaqal ) the mountains (02022 +har ) in 
scales (06425 +pelec ) , and the hills (01389 +gib(ah ) in a balance (03976 +mo)zen ) ? 

hollow Jer_52_21 And [ concerning ] the pillars (05982 +(ammuwd ) , the height (06967 +qowmah ) of one 
(00259 +)echad ) pillar (05982 +(ammuwd ) [ was ] eighteen cubits (00520 +)ammah ) ; and a fillet (02339 
+chuwt ) of twelve cubits (00520 +)ammah ) did compass (05437 +cabab ) it ; and the thickness (05672 
+(abiy ) thereof [ was ] four (00702 +)arba( ) fingers (00676 +)etsba( ):[ it was ] {hollow} (05014 +nabab ) . 

hollow Jud_15_19 But God (00430 +)elohiym ) clave (01234 +baqa( ) an {hollow} (04388 +maktesh ) place 
that [ was ] in the jaw (03895 +l@chiy ) , and there came (03318 +yatsa) ) water (04325 +mayim ) thereout ; 
and when he had drunk (08354 +shathah ) , his spirit (07307 +ruwach ) came (07725 +shuwb ) again (07725 
+shuwb ) , and he revived (02421 +chayah ):wherefore (04100 +mah ) he called (07121 +qara) ) the name 
(08034 +shem ) thereof Enhakkore (05875 +(Eyn haq - Qowre) ) , which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] in Lehi (03896
+Lechiy ) unto this (02063 +zo)th ) day (03117 +yowm ) . 

hollow Lev_14_37 And he shall look (07200 +ra)ah ) on the plague (05061 +nega( ) , and , behold (02009 
+hinneh ) , [ if ] the plague (05061 +nega( ) [ be ] in the walls (07023 +qiyr ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) 
with {hollow} (08258 +sh@qa(ruwrah ) strakes (08258 +sh@qa(ruwrah ) , greenish (03422 +y@raqraq ) or 
(00176 +)ow ) reddish (00125 +)adamdam ) , which in sight (04758 +mar)eh ) [ are ] lower (08217 +shaphal )
than (04480 +min ) the wall (07023 +qiyr ) ; 
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hollow , EX , 27:8 , EX , 38:7 hollow , GE , 32:25 , GE , 32:25 , GE , 32:32 , GE , 32:32 hollow , ISA , 40:12 hollow , JER , 52:21 hollow , JG , 15:19 hollow , LE , 14:37 hollow Interlinear Index Study hollow GEN 032 025 And when
he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh 
<03409 +yarek > was out of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the 
{hollow} <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 032 
Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the hollow <03709 +kaph > of the 
thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd >
that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 
+>aher > [ is ] upon the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 
+Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . Hollow EXO 027 008 {Hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards <03871 +luwach > shalt thou make <06213 + it : as it was shewed <07200 
+ra>ah > thee in the mount <02022 +har > , so <03651 +ken > shall they make <06213 + [ it ] . hollow EXO 038 007 And he put <00935 +bow> > the staves <00905 +bad > into the rings <02885 +tabba on <05921 + the sides <06763 
+tsela< > of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , to bear <05375 +nasa> > it withal ; he made <06213 + the altar {hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards <03871 +luwach > . hollow LEV 014 037 And he shall look <07200 +ra>ah > on the 
plague <05061 +nega< > , and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , [ if ] the plague <05061 +nega< > [ be ] in the walls <07023 +qiyr > of the house <01004 +bayith > with {hollow} <08258 +sh@qa strakes <08258 +sh@qa , greenish 
<03422 +y@raqraq > or <00176 +>ow > reddish <00125 +>adamdam > , which in sight <04758 +mar>eh > [ are ] lower <08217 +shaphal > than <04480 +min > the wall <07023 +qiyr > ; hollow JUDG 015 019 But God <00430 
+>elohiym > clave <01234 +baqa< > an {hollow} <04388 +maktesh > place that [ was ] in the jaw <03895 +l@chiy > , and there came <03318 +yatsa> > water <04325 +mayim > thereout ; and when he had drunk <08354 +shathah > 
, his spirit <07307 +ruwach > came <07725 +shuwb > again <07725 +shuwb > , and he revived <02421 +chayah > : wherefore <04100 +mah > he called <07121 +qara> > the name <08034 +shem > thereof Enhakkore <05875 + > , 
which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] in Lehi <03896 +Lechiy > unto this <02063 +zo>th > day <03117 +yowm > . hollow ISA 040 012 . Who <04310 +miy > hath measured <04058 +madad > the waters <04325 +mayim > inthe {hollow} 
<08168 +sho of his hand , and meted <08505 +takan > out heaven <08064 +shamayim > with the span <02239 +zereth > , and comprehended <03557 +kuwl > the dust <06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > in a measure <07991 
+shaliysh > , and weighed <08254 +shaqal > the mountains <02022 +har > in scales <06425 +pelec > , and the hills <01389 +gib in a balance <03976 +mo>zen > ? hollow JER 052 021 And [ concerning ] the pillars <05982 + , the 
height <06967 +qowmah > of one <00259 +>echad > pillar <05982 + [ was ] eighteen cubits <00520 +>ammah > ; and a fillet <02339 +chuwt > of twelve cubits <00520 +>ammah > did compass <05437 +cabab > it ; and the thickness
<05672 + thereof [ was ] four <00702 +>arba< > fingers <00676 +>etsba< > : [ it was ] {hollow} <05014 +nabab > . altar hollow with boards but god clave an hollow place hollow with boards shalt thou make it house with hollow 
streaks - hollow , 3709 , 4388 , 5014 , 8168 , 8258 , hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of his thigh 
<03409 +yarek > ; and the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he 
prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint 
<03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , 
which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the hollow <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of 
Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the 
sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he 
touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . Hollow EXO 027 008 {Hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards 
<03871 +luwach > shalt thou make <06213 + it : as it was shewed <07200 +ra>ah > thee in the mount <02022 +har > , so <03651 +ken > shall they make <06213 + [ it ] . hollow EXO 038 007 And he put <00935 +bow> > the staves 
<00905 +bad > into the rings <02885 +tabba on <05921 + the sides <06763 +tsela< > of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , to bear <05375 +nasa> > it withal ; he made <06213 + the altar {hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards <03871 
+luwach > . hollow LEV 014 037 And he shall look <07200 +ra>ah > on the plague <05061 +nega< > , and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , [ if ] the plague <05061 +nega< > [ be ] in the walls <07023 +qiyr > of the house <01004 
+bayith > with {hollow} <08258 +sh@qa strakes <08258 +sh@qa , greenish <03422 +y@raqraq > or <00176 +>ow > reddish <00125 +>adamdam > , which in sight <04758 +mar>eh > [ are ] lower <08217 +shaphal > than <04480 
+min > the wall <07023 +qiyr > ; hollow -3709 branches , clouds , hand , handles , hands , {hollow} , palm , palms , paws , power , sole , soles , spoon , spoons , hollow -4388 {hollow} , mortar , hollow -5014 {hollow} , vain , hollow 
-8168 handfuls , {hollow} , hollow -8258 {hollow} , strakes , hollow 3709 -- kaph -- branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [- led]), {hollow},middle, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. hollow 4388 -- maktesh -- {hollow} place, mortar. 
hollow 5014 -- nabab -- {hollow}, vain. hollow 8168 -- sho\al -- handful, {hollow} of the hand. hollow 8258 -- sh@qa\ruwrah -- {hollow} strake. hollow 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an 
animal, of the sole, and even of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm- tree); figuratively, power: -- branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), {hollow}, middle, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. [ql hollow 
4388 ## maktesh {mak-taysh'}; from 3806; a mortar; by analogy, a socket (of a tooth): -- {hollow} place, mortar.[ql hollow 5014 ## nabab {naw-bab'}; a primitive root; to pierce; to be hollow, or (figuratively) foolish: -- {hollow}, 
vain.[ql hollow 8168 ## sho And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh; and the {hollow} of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. hollow And when he saw that he prevailed
not against him, he touched the {hollow} of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. hollow Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the hollow of 
the thigh, unto this day: because he touched the {hollow} of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank. hollow Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the {hollow} of the thigh, unto this day: 
because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank. hollow {Hollow} with boards shalt thou make it: as it was showed thee in the mount, so shall they make [it]. hollow And he put the staves into the rings on the 
sides of the altar, to bear it withal; he made the altar {hollow} with boards. hollow And he shall look on the plague, and, behold, [if] the plague [be] in the walls of the house with {hollow} streaks, greenish or reddish, which in sight 
[are] lower than the wall; hollow But God clave an {hollow} place that [was] in the jaw, and there came water thereout; and when he had drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name thereof Enhakkore, 
which [is] in Lehi unto this day. hollow Who hath measured the waters in the {hollow} of his hand, and meted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the mountains in scales, and 
the hills in a balance? hollow And [concerning] the pillars, the height of one pillar [was] eighteen cubits; and a fillet of twelve cubits did compass it; and the thickness thereof [was] four fingers: [it was] {hollow}. 



hollow , EX , 27:8 , EX , 38:7 hollow , GE , 32:25 , GE , 32:25 , GE , 32:32 , GE , 32:32 hollow , ISA , 40:12 
hollow , JER , 52:21 hollow , JG , 15:19 hollow , LE , 14:37









hollow -3709 branches , clouds , hand , handles , hands , {hollow} , palm , palms , paws , power , sole , soles , 
spoon , spoons , hollow -4388 {hollow} , mortar , hollow -5014 {hollow} , vain , hollow -8168 handfuls , 
{hollow} , hollow -8258 {hollow} , strakes ,



hollow 3709 -- kaph -- branch, + foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [- led]), {hollow},middle, palm, paw, power, sole, 
spoon. hollow 4388 -- maktesh -- {hollow} place, mortar. hollow 5014 -- nabab -- {hollow}, vain. hollow 8168 -- 
sho\al -- handful, {hollow} of the hand. hollow 8258 -- sh@qa\ruwrah -- {hollow} strake.







hollow 3709 ## kaph {kaf}; from 3721; the hollow hand or palm (so of the paw of an animal, of the sole, and even
of the bowl of a dish or sling, the handle of a bolt, the leaves of a palm- tree); figuratively, power: -- branch, + 
foot, hand([-ful], -- dle, [-led]), {hollow}, middle, palm, paw, power, sole, spoon. [ql hollow 4388 ## maktesh 
{mak-taysh'}; from 3806; a mortar; by analogy, a socket (of a tooth): -- {hollow} place, mortar.[ql hollow 5014 
## nabab {naw-bab'}; a primitive root; to pierce; to be hollow, or (figuratively) foolish: -- {hollow}, vain.[ql 
hollow 8168 ## sho
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hollow Interlinear Index Study hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that he prevailed 
<03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of his thigh <03409 
+yarek > ; and the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out of joint 
<03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 025 And when he saw <07200 +ra>ah > that 
he prevailed <03201 +yakol > not against him , he touched <05060 +naga< > the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of his
thigh <03409 +yarek > ; and the hollow <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > was out 
of joint <03363 +yaqa< > , as he wrestled <79> with him . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 
+ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank 
<05384 +nasheh > , which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the hollow <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > 
, unto this <02088 +zeh > day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the 
{hollow} <03709 +kaph > of Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that 
shrank <05384 +nasheh > . hollow GEN 032 032 Therefore the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > eat <00398 +>akal > not [ of ] the sinew <01517 +giyd > which shrank <05384 +nasheh > , which 
<00834 +>aher > [ is ] upon the {hollow} <03709 +kaph > of the thigh <03409 +yarek > , unto this <02088 +zeh 
> day <03117 +yowm > : because <03588 +kiy > he touched <05060 +naga< > the hollow <03709 +kaph > of 
Jacob s <03290 +Ya thigh <03409 +yarek > in the sinew <01517 +giyd > that shrank <05384 +nasheh > . Hollow 
EXO 027 008 {Hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards <03871 +luwach > shalt thou make <06213 + it : as it was 
shewed <07200 +ra>ah > thee in the mount <02022 +har > , so <03651 +ken > shall they make <06213 + [ it ] . 
hollow EXO 038 007 And he put <00935 +bow> > the staves <00905 +bad > into the rings <02885 +tabba on 
<05921 + the sides <06763 +tsela< > of the altar <04196 +mizbeach > , to bear <05375 +nasa> > it withal ; he 
made <06213 + the altar {hollow} <05014 +nabab > with boards <03871 +luwach > . hollow LEV 014 037 And 
he shall look <07200 +ra>ah > on the plague <05061 +nega< > , and , behold <02009 +hinneh > , [ if ] the plague 
<05061 +nega< > [ be ] in the walls <07023 +qiyr > of the house <01004 +bayith > with {hollow} <08258 
+sh@qa strakes <08258 +sh@qa , greenish <03422 +y@raqraq > or <00176 +>ow > reddish <00125 +>adamdam
> , which in sight <04758 +mar>eh > [ are ] lower <08217 +shaphal > than <04480 +min > the wall <07023 +qiyr
> ; hollow JUDG 015 019 But God <00430 +>elohiym > clave <01234 +baqa< > an {hollow} <04388 +maktesh 
> place that [ was ] in the jaw <03895 +l@chiy > , and there came <03318 +yatsa> > water <04325 +mayim > 
thereout ; and when he had drunk <08354 +shathah > , his spirit <07307 +ruwach > came <07725 +shuwb > again
<07725 +shuwb > , and he revived <02421 +chayah > : wherefore <04100 +mah > he called <07121 +qara> > the
name <08034 +shem > thereof Enhakkore <05875 + > , which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] in Lehi <03896 +Lechiy > 
unto this <02063 +zo>th > day <03117 +yowm > . hollow ISA 040 012 . Who <04310 +miy > hath measured 
<04058 +madad > the waters <04325 +mayim > inthe {hollow} <08168 +sho of his hand , and meted <08505 
+takan > out heaven <08064 +shamayim > with the span <02239 +zereth > , and comprehended <03557 +kuwl > 
the dust <06083 + of the earth <00776 +>erets > in a measure <07991 +shaliysh > , and weighed <08254 +shaqal 
> the mountains <02022 +har > in scales <06425 +pelec > , and the hills <01389 +gib in a balance <03976 
+mo>zen > ? hollow JER 052 021 And [ concerning ] the pillars <05982 + , the height <06967 +qowmah > of one
<00259 +>echad > pillar <05982 + [ was ] eighteen cubits <00520 +>ammah > ; and a fillet <02339 +chuwt > of 
twelve cubits <00520 +>ammah > did compass <05437 +cabab > it ; and the thickness <05672 + thereof [ was ] 
four <00702 +>arba< > fingers <00676 +>etsba< > : [ it was ] {hollow} <05014 +nabab > .



altar hollow with boards but god clave an hollow place hollow with boards shalt thou make it house with hollow 
streaks 



hollow Isa_40_12 /^{hollow /of his hand , and meted out heaven with the span , and comprehended the dust of the
earth in a measure , and weighed the mountains in scales , and the hills in a balance ? hollow Gen_32_25 
/^{hollow /of his thigh ; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint , as he wrestled with him. hollow 
Gen_32_32 /^{hollow /of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank . hollow Gen_32_25 /^{hollow /of Jacob's thigh 
was out of joint , as he wrestled with him. hollow Gen_32_32 /^{hollow /of the thigh , unto this day : because he 
touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank . hollow Jud_15_19 /^{hollow /place that was in the 
jaw , and there came water thereout; and when he had drunk , his spirit came again , and he revived : wherefore he
called the name thereof Enhakkore , which is in Lehi unto this day . hollow Lev_14_37 /^{hollow /strakes , 
greenish or reddish , which in sight are lower than the wall ; hollow Exo_38_07 /^{hollow /with boards . Hollow 
Exo_27_08 /^{Hollow /with boards shalt thou make it: as it was shewed thee in the mount , so shall they make it.





- hollow , 3709 , 4388 , 5014 , 8168 , 8258 , 



hollow And when he saw that he prevailed not against him, he touched the hollow of his thigh; and the {hollow} 
of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with him. hollow And when he saw that he prevailed not against 
him, he touched the {hollow} of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh was out of joint, as he wrestled with 
him. hollow Therefore the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the hollow of the
thigh, unto this day: because he touched the {hollow} of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank. hollow Therefore 
the children of Israel eat not [of] the sinew which shrank, which [is] upon the {hollow} of the thigh, unto this day:
because he touched the hollow of Jacob's thigh in the sinew that shrank. hollow {Hollow} with boards shalt thou 
make it: as it was showed thee in the mount, so shall they make [it]. hollow And he put the staves into the rings on
the sides of the altar, to bear it withal; he made the altar {hollow} with boards. hollow And he shall look on the 
plague, and, behold, [if] the plague [be] in the walls of the house with {hollow} streaks, greenish or reddish, 
which in sight [are] lower than the wall; hollow But God clave an {hollow} place that [was] in the jaw, and there 
came water thereout; and when he had drunk, his spirit came again, and he revived: wherefore he called the name 
thereof Enhakkore, which [is] in Lehi unto this day. hollow Who hath measured the waters in the {hollow} of his 
hand, and meted out heaven with the span, and comprehended the dust of the earth in a measure, and weighed the 
mountains in scales, and the hills in a balance? hollow And [concerning] the pillars, the height of one pillar [was] 
eighteen cubits; and a fillet of twelve cubits did compass it; and the thickness thereof [was] four fingers: [it was] 
{hollow}.
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